
What classifies as a “Specialty blonding/foiling” Client? 
 

Pretty much any color that carries tonal value created through a multitude of 
techniques: 

Highlights, Balayage, Teasylights, Dimensional Lowlights, Babylights, Ombre. 
 

 
 

How does the pricing work for “Specialty Blonding/Foiling”? 
 

Here is the gist of it.  Blonding/dimensional color has come a longgggg way. What it 
means to get a “full highlight” or “partial” is not the same as it used to be.  Back in the 

day it would be 6 stripes across the crown of your head, rinse you with purple shampoo 
and send you on your way. 

 
It’s no longer like that. 

 
Our expectations and hair aspirations are so much more in depth. We want “lived in 

color”, “blended”, “balayage”, “color melts”, “root smudges”, “money piece” …do these 
terms sounds familiar? 

 
All of those things listed above do not only take more time & product, they also require 

a lot more technique & hands on involvement. 
 
  

The pricing is based off of time & Product involved. 
 

For those that have a strict beauty budget:  If what you are looking to achieve at your 
appointment is out of your budget, I will be happy explain what is possible within your 
budget along with setting up appointments that fall in that budget to get you to where 

you want to be. 
*I would like to take this moment to point out that “lived-in” color/blonde is exactly 

that, “LIVED-IN”.  Low maintenance results allow you to get longevity out of your hair.  
This means less frequent visits to the salon. 

 
 
 

How do I know what “Specialty Blonding/Foiling” service to ask for when booking and 
what price to expect? 

 
Great question! 

 
For new clients: Fill out the new client consultation form. There you will be able to 

upload photos of what you currently have along with what you are looking to achieve.  
You will also be able to tell me your hair history, what services you want done during 

your appointment, beauty budget (what you feel comfortable spending) and some other 
facts that will help me guide you to what is possible within your budget. 

 
 

1. Each Blonding/Foiling service INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING: a personalized 
consultation, specialty blonding/foiling, bond builder, toner/gloss, and Haircut or 

blow-dry. 
2. Blonding/Foiling services are NOT broken down by application technique (highlight, 

partial highlight, balayage etc.) They are broken down by the amount of blonding 
you are looking to achieve. 

3. Prices reflect the amount of time/product 
4. Extra time: $40/half hour or extra product: $20/ bowl 

 



 
 

Listed below are the services and some situational examples: 
 

 
 

Mini Blonding $160+ 
 

Example 1: You already have a lot of blonde throughout your hair, but it has grown out. You just 
want to brighten up around your face and bring some blonde up higher through your crown, 

basically you just want to maintenance your “lived-in” look and refresh the ends with a toner. 
Haircut/styled.  

($160-180) 
**Thick/long hair ($180-220) 

 
Example 2: You don’t have a lot of blonde in your hair but are looking to add a minimal amount 

to achieve something a little “sun kissed”, or just a little brighter. Haircut/styled. 
($160-180) 

**Thick/long hair ($180-220) 
 

Example 3: You are in for your 4-6 week root touch up but this time you want to ALSO retouch 
some blondes around your face and through your crown. This is more than just what is 

provided in the “edits” (see A LA CARTE for more info). 
($160-$180) 

 
 

Partial Blonding $200+ 
 

Example 1 : You have minimal blonde/no blonde in your hair. You are looking to get a 
face frame (money piece) and add some lighter but blended pieces in your crown and 
brighten your ends a little but still have dimension of your base color. Haircut/styled 

 ($200-240)  
**Thick/long hair ($240-280) 

 
Example 2: You already have Blonde in through your hair, but you are looking for a little 
more this time.  You want a brighter/bolder face frame, bring up some blonde through 

your crown but keeping it “lived-in”, and enhance your ends to be brighter. 
Haircut/style. 

($200-240) 
**Thick/long Hair ($240-280) 

 
 

Full Blonding $280+ 
 

Example 1: You have minimal blonde/no blonde in your hair and looking to achieve an 
overall blonder/brighter appearance.  You want brightness around the face, heavy 

blonde through the crown or a rooted look and throughout your hair you want to see a 
significant amount of blonde. Haircut/Styled. 

($280-320) 
**Thick-long Hair ($320-360) 

 
Example2: You already have Blonde through your hair, but maybe you went a long time 

between appointments and are looking for a significant amount of blonde refresh.  
Whether you want to have an overall blonde look or keeping it low maintenance/ “lived-

in”. You want brighter/bolder face frame, bring up blonde through your crown and 
enhance your ends to be brighter. Haircut/style. 

($280-320) 
**Thick/long Hair ($320-360) 



 
All Inclusive Blonding $360+ 

 
Example: This is for those of you that want a color correction, or a total transformation. 

Either way, plan to spend 4.5+ hours in the chair. For more information fill out the 
virtual consultation form. 

 
Dimensional Foiling $160+ 

 
Example: For those looking to achieve everything between, lowlights to reverse 

balayage with a face frame. To get a more accurate quote, fill out a virtual consultation 
form. 

 
 

 
**PLEASE REMEMBER THAT ALL “SPECIALTY BLONDING/FOILING SERVICES INCLUDE: a 

personalized consultation, specialty blonding/foiling, bond builder, toner/gloss, and 
Haircut or blow-dry. 

 
 

A LA CARTE SERVICES  
 

A LA CARTE services are completely separate from “Specialty Blonding/Foiling” services.  
The A LA CARTE is available for all other services that are not “Specialty 

Blonding/Foiling”. 
 

 *Services are priced separately. 
 

Example 1: You want grey coverage/root touch up and a blow-dry. No Haircut. 
$100 

**Thick hair may have additional product cost 
 

Example 2: You want a Grey coverage/retouch, and a haircut. 
$125 

**Thick hair may have additional product cost 
 

Example 3: You want all over single process color and a blow-dry/style. No Haircut. 
$100+ 

**Thick/long hair may have additional product cost 
 
 
 

What are “edits”? 
 

“edits” Are minimal foiling (4-7 foils) in addition to an A LA CARTE service.  “edits” are 
NOT a stand-alone blonding/foiling service. This service is for placement foiling only, 
which means that if your hair requires a more strategic technique then you will be a 

“specialty blonding/foiling service”. 
 

Example: You want your roots touched up, but you also want to place 4-7 foils through 
your hair to add depth or brighten your hair. 

($100+ cost of other A LA CARTE service desired)  
 
 

How much is kid’s Hair? 
 

All Kids under 12 years of age will receive 20% off HAIRCUT service. Above the age of 12 
will be charged the marked service price.   



 
 

What if I get a men’s haircut and no shampoo? 
 

$35- shampoo/no shampoo. 
 
 

What if I get just my layers trimmed/ texturized during my A LA CARTE color service? 
 

Cost will be to the discretion of the stylist. 


